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Flawless speed: Godzillas shoulder blades when fully extended resembles those of a cheetah. His impressive speed allows him to outrun storms and other atmospheric hazards. His muscles are stronger than other Kaiju's and his skin can withstand severe
dents and impacts. Durability: Godzilla boasts an impressive and durable make-up, it can withstand a devastating 7.1-28 TERATON (of TNT) meteor impact without harm and can still take on Ghidorah in single combat. Superhuman Reflexes: Godzilla can react
faster than the human eye can register. With an advanced sense of hearing and eyesight, Godzilla can hear thunder from great distances and anticipate movements on the ground. 5. Strong as Massive. Godzilla is a titan of his kind. With 30-foot tall stompers,

lizards the size of three stories, and looming champs that rival King Kong's thirty-foot ruler, Godzilla has a solid upper hand on the K/D metric. The masses favor the big boy. Godzilla has Super Strength and Super Stamina, which combine to allow him to
recover from being damaged at a surprising rate. Uncanny Regeneration: Thanks to his amazing physiology, Godzilla is able to quickly heal any visible injuries, and instantaneously regenerate missing limbs. The incredibly rapid pace of his healing process is so
fast that it was only observable by a specially designed camera, and used to great affect in the 2014 Godzilla. 6. Strongest in the Pantheon: Godzilla is the strongest Kaiju. He has a score of 724 in the Power Rating. Unlike many other Kaiju, he is unpredictable

in the moment of impact and, due to his giant size, is dangerous in any condition, especially against a weak opponent. When two 724 Power-rated Kaiju clash, there is no doubt who will win.
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Just to keep this updated from the last page, Final Wars went up on MonsterVerse, and began to blast Showa with a circle of lightning, as Showa used the energy of the lightning to fire a salvo of thunderbolts at Godzilla, who fired his own back, nearly finishing off Showa
and Shin, but Shin was able to give Showa some cover, and both of them went flying off into the crowd. KiryuGoji charged into Showa and Shin, as Showa and Shin fired back, even though Showa was unable to hit anything, and Shin did get a lightning bolt in the face,
temporarily blinding him, before escaping once more. Another bolt was fired by Shin, knocking Godzilla to the ground, before Showa, KiryuGoji and Godzilla rammed into Showa. Godzilla was the first to move, as Showa was swatted aside, and KiryuGoji landed on him
with a thud, as Showa continued to fire his atomic breath at Godzilla, even hitting him with a mouthful of it, severely wounding him. Godzilla climbed to his feet and fired back, the force of his fire making KiryuGoji fly into Showa, who narrowly avoided the blast, and

revealed that he had been hit. Godzilla was not done though, and he struck back with a massive headbutt. Showa fired back, and Godzilla was out of his reach, before Showa charged at Godzilla, and punched him. Godzilla roared in pain and anger, and went to strike out
at Showa, only for KiryuGoji to nab him, and cause Godzilla to explode with anger and energy, also destroying several buildings in the area. Meanwhile, Shin and his clones disappeared, with Godzilla, KiryuGoji and Shin being absent for some time, so Showa and Godzilla

were left on their own to deal with the other two monster parties. 5ec8ef588b
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